
  

Our Mission:  
To provide profitability and productivity through quality and innovation.
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1977: Jack Anderson, owner of Andgrow, a Pennsylvania fertilizer dealership and 

farming operation, begins to develop products and equipment for the fertilizer 

and farming community, establishing GVM Inc.

1980: A new location in Biglerville, PA is opened and GVM begins to manufacture 

foam markers and sell spreaders, blenders, conveyors, in-plant equipment, 

pumps, tanks, and accessories.

1985: GVM begins manufacturing the Hydra Spray pick-up sprayer and the Double 

Duty® pull spreader.

1989: Mark Anderson purchases the company and begins leading  

as Owner and President.

1993: GVM starts production on the TranSpread.

1994: GVM West is established in Bellevue, OH.

1997: GVM introduces its own line of self-propelled sprayers. The Row Cat is the 

first row crop sprayer/spreader combo unit with an easy-off, easy-on liquid-to-dry 

change-over that could be completed in less than one hour.

2000: GVM introduces the largest post sprayer on the market, the Prowler® combo 

unit with a 1500 gallon liquid system and a 9.5 ton Double Duty spreader. 

2007: GVM re-launches the 9275 Prowler with multiple upgrades. GVM opens  

a service facility in Indiana, which later moves to Peru, Indiana as a  

full-service dealership.

2010: GVM introduces the AE50 award-winning E350 Prowler with AgriWave and 

the AgriPROBE®, an automated soil sampling machine.

2011: GVM replaces the E350 Prowler with three models offering varying 

drivetrains and capacities to suit each customer’s specific need.

2012: GVM manufacturing splits from distribution and moves to a new  

38,000 square foot facility in East Berlin, PA. GVM’s locations in Pennsylvania, 

Ohio, and Indiana begin to operate as Independent Ag Equipment as distributors 

of multiple equipment lines and as separate entities from GVM Inc.

2015: GVM introduces the MAKO®, a small self-propelled, high-clearance,  

400-gallon sprayer and the Prowler with power adjustable axles.

2017: GVM Celebrates 40 Years!  

GVM introduces the T380 Prowler, complete with 4-Wheel  

Steer, a 12-ton dry capacity, 1800 gallon liquid capacity, and individual  

nozzle control. GVM also introduces the AE50 award-winning  

Double Duty Twin Chain spreader with ISO Section Control.

Mark Anderson
President & Owner
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GVM is a Pennsylvania-based manufacturer of agricultural application and 

snow equipment. We place a large emphasis on designing and building 

the most reliable, innovative, and versatile equipment on the market. 

Our ultimate goal is to provide end users with the best available products 

in a constantly changing marketplace. We focus on speed, comfort, 

fuel efficiency, and mechanically friendly equipment. We continue our 

rich history with a commitment to be the industry’s leader in innovation. 

We use our relatively small size as a competitive advantage, and we stay close 

to the market to quickly adapt to customers’ needs and changes in the industry.
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  Tier 4F Cummins QSL9, 380 hp
  4-Wheel Steer option
   12-ton capacity w/ added air-leveling suspension
   2+2 individual nozzle control

   Double Duty Twin Chain with 4-section swath width 
control & New Leader NL5000 G5 options
  Auto steer ready & ISO cab
  LSW tires for higher clearance & lower compaction

Start your season early. Only the Prowler carries industry-leading capacities with a footprint light 
enough to float on top of wet grounds in early season, so you can extend your application window. 
The perfect combination of a fully-mechanical, all-wheel-drive chassis with a near equal 
weight distribution paired with LSW tires allows the Prowler to offer more  
flotation than any other applicator and reduces yield-robbing compaction.

Replace multiple machines. Switch between applications in just 30-minutes. As  
a combo unit, the Prowler will produce more income than any other machine.

High capacities. Carrying 12-tons and 1800-gallons, the  
Prowler reduces your stops in a day, so you can increase your 
application hours.

Reduce costs, improve profits. The Prowler offers fuel 
efficiency and road speeds of up to 40-mph in addition  
to large capacities so you can cover more acres each day.

Smarter than your average machine. The Prowlers  
electronic chassis monitoring system puts diagnostic  
data at your fingertips for quick troubleshooting to  
maximize your uptime.
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Spreader System
GVM’s Double Duty spreader provides a repeatable, pre-
dictable, and consistent pattern. The Double Duty spreads a 

guaranteed 90-105-foot pattern and up to a 120-foot pattern 
without time consuming spinner, funnel, or chute adjustments 

between materials. Pinpoint product control and its wide spread pat-
tern allow the Double Duty to cover more acres annually, with less 
compaction, less fuel, and fewer stops.

New, the Double Duty Twin Chain spreader adds four section swath 
width control to the Double Duty’s already impressive spread. The 
addition of on-the-go adjustability is perfect for waterways, point 
rows, boundary spreading and half-width spreading.

The Prowler is also compatible with New Leader spreaders including 
the L4000G4, NL4500 Edge, and NL5000 G5.

See page 7 for more information on the Double Duty spreaders.

T380 Prowler 
Over the years, the Prowler has earned its reputation as a rugged workhorse for its solid, mechanical powertrain, its 
dependability, and its efficiency in running all season long. The Prowler is one of the most versatile pieces of application 
equipment on the market today. Nothing looks, performs, or increases your profitability like a Prowler.

Sprayer System
Spend more time spraying and less time stopping to fill-up 
with GVM’s 1800-gallon sprayer. Offering

both steel and aluminum booms with fully 
protected nozzle bodies, the GVM spray rig features 
a 2+2 individual nozzle control system for 
precise product placement. In addition to 
extending your application speed range 
while applying a consistent rate, the system 
is compatible with air induction tips for  
drift control

Direct injection and suspension fertilizer packages  
further enhance the versatility of the Prowler.
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304 SS, 8.0 and 9.5 ton Double Duty Fusion Ready pull spreaders  
with dual row crop wheels

Double Duty 
Twin Chain 
Spreader with 
Section Control

Reverse rotating patented spinners

Guaranteed 90-105 ft flat pattern

The Double Duty’s wide and accurate spread pattern is due to its patented, 
reverse rotating spinners, and the patented funnel which forces material to 
fall directly onto the spinner disc. The Double Duty offers a guaranteed 
90-105 foot spread pattern at a less than 15% coefficient of variation with 
granular fertilizer. 

Only GVM’s Double Duty spreader body provides a repeatable, pre-
dictable, and consistent pattern, every time. The Double Duty spreads a 
guaranteed 90-105 foot  pattern, and up to a 120-foot pattern, without 
time-consuming spinner, funnel, or chute adjustments between materials 
or rates. With pinpoint control, the funnel consistently forces material to 
the same location on the spinner disc. The Double Duty’s pinpoint preci-
sion, wide belt, and patented, reverse-rotating spinner design combine to 
produce the industry’s widest, most accurate spread pattern.

The Double Duty allows you to cover more acres annually; you’ll make 
fewer trips through the field, increasing productivity, minimizing soil 
compaction and fuel consumption. The Double Duty paired with the 
Prowler chassis will cover more ground, with fewer stops and more  
accuracy than any other applicator.

   34" wide belt-over-chain conveyor
   24" computer controlled spinners maintain consistency & accuracy
   PWM spinner control w/ 180-count rate sensor & CAN node
   Automated spinner speeds within 3% 

Pull-Type Options
   Multiple capacities to fit any machine:

 º 8.0 ton, 10', 250 ft3 struck capacity
 º 9.5 ton, 12', 305 ft3 struck capacity
 º 11 ton, 13', 330 ft3 struck capacity
 º Available in 304 or painted 409 SS

   60-120" centers, 380/90R46 tire package, 9.5T & 11T
   DOT LED side marker lights & rear LED 3 light, lightbar 
LED tail lights kit, trailer plug, & back up alarm 

Multi-Product Options
Double Duty Fusion Insert

   5', 95 ft3 struck capacity
   7', 135 ft3 struck capacity  

MultiBin
   8', 2, 3, or 4 hopper insert (143, 23, 21 ft3)

Double Duty Twin Chain 
   Twin, painted mild steel 16" bar chains
   Adjustable vane funnel, ISO controlled 
   Up to 4-section control
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Double Duty  
Twin Chain 
follows the 

4Rs of Nutrient 
Management

The Mako is the smallest, most compact self-propelled sprayer on the market. Packed with reliable power, the quick and light Mako will be the 
first to the field, leaving minimal soil compaction and little to no crop damage, no matter the conditions. Carrying a 400-gallon poly tank, there’s 
no need to worry about rutting or yield-robbing compaction, and there’s no need to wait until the ground dries out. 

Ready to Go, Wherever You Go
Tackle a wide variety of crops, growth stages, and field conditions with 
multiple track width adjustments. A manual front and hydraulic rear 
track adjustments allow for up to 30-inches of adjustability. The op-
tional extended width kit takes the standard track width from 80-108 
inches to 92-120 inches. 

The Mako’s robust powertrain provides aggressive reliability to keep 
you in motion all season long. 

   Fuel efficient mechanical powertrain
   400 gal. product tank
     36 or 46" of clearance
   Tier 3, 130 hp 4.5 Cummins QSB engine
   Automatic Allison 2100 Series 5-speed transmission
   22 mph maximum transport/road speeds
   13.8' turning radius   

The sprayer-specific Mako cab is simple, spacious, and comfortable. 
Whether you’re headed out for a quick job or a long day of application, 
the Mako will keep you cool and comfortable. 

   Unobstructed visibility, 28 ft³ of glass including a full glass door
    Simple, clean, well-organized controls
   Comfortable air-ride seat
   Air conditioned
   Tilt & telescoping steering wheel
   Charcoal filter

The Mako comes standard with ISO ready controls, so you’ll be able to 
choose the guidance and steering systems that work for you. 

Mako® 440/450 Double DuTy® SerieS
The GVM Double Duty spreader line offers the widest, most accurate spread pattern in the industry. 



  

GVM introduced the TranSpread in 1993, proving to the industry that fertilizer could be spread wider than 60 feet with a 90 foot flat pattern. 
The TranSpread will cover 50 to 100% more acres a day, saving fuel while cutting down on yield robbing compaction. The TranSpread requires 
no tray adjustments and is easy to calibrate with an adjustable spinner control and a spinner speed rev counter. Capable of spreading fertilizer, 
lime, gypsum, and most fowl manures, the GVM TranSpread offers the highest quality spread pattern in the industry.

GVM’s Multi-Grip Tire Handler allows users to quickly, safely, and efficiently change 
tires on application units. It features three hydraulically operated gripping jaws to 
easily center on the tire with a firm grip. The grabbing assembly swivels approximately  
60 degrees, allowing users to easily align the wheel with the studs or bolt holes on the hub. 

   Up to 2,000 lb capacity rating 
   56-80" or 63-87" opening/closing range 
   60° swivel for easy alignment 
   Universal mounting plate attachment works w/ most loaders 
   Metal grip plates on clamping arms provide a tight grip 
   Adjustable legs allow the unit to sit on its own without additional support

   304 SS construction 
   33" cleated drag belt in a live roller trough 
    Dual top-mounted, hydraulic-driven  
dished spinners 

   Spread pattern:  
lime up to 45' & fertilizer up to 98' 
 Low center of gravity for spreading on hillsides 
   Spreads fertilizer, gypsum, lime, & most litters

Models Available
     5.5T TranSpread (160 ft3) 
   8.0T TranSpread (230 ft3) 
   5.5T or 8.0T TranSpread Computer Spread 

 º GVM dual CAN system w/ CAN enclosure
 º Raven or Ag Leader controller

The GVM Hydra Spray was designed to offer versatility and maneuverability 
to custom applicators, co-ops, and farmers. The Hydra Spray allows operators to 
get into areas the typical applicator cannot navigate, including pastures, narrow 
gateways, and small farm roads. Built on a Ford F-550 chassis, the Hydra Spray 
has the ability to do both pre- and post-emergence work and offers a tight turn-
ing radius, combo capabilities, and four-season versatility.

Hydra Spray: 
   545 gallon SS tank 
   50 or 60' booms w/ adjustable self-leveling backrack
 360° 5-way nozzle bodies on 15, 20, or 30" centers 
   5-section boom shutoff
   Joystick boom controls & fiberglass center console w/ hour meter

Hydra Spray with 60 ft booms Hydra Spread with 4.0 ton Double Duty Fusion Ready body

F-550 Chassis
    XL Super Duty 4 x 4, 6.7L, V8 Power Stroke Turbo 
Diesel, 82" centers 

    6-speed automatic transmission w/ live PTO 
   Truck prep includes: 6" GVM Lift Kit, bumper 
extension, heavy duty radiator screen, carbon filters, live 
PTO hydraulic pump, & tire package upgrades 

   Undercoating, optional
   Joystick controls & center console w/ hour meter 
   Raven or Ag Leader controller & GPS options

PWM drag 
and spinner controls

Dual pinion 
gear box

Fold up rear 
deflectors

The GVM AgriProbe nearly automates soil sampling, allowing users to 
become faster and more efficient in collecting samples. The reliable ma-
chine allows users to provide a more consistent, repeatable service and 
to gain more sampling acres per day. Applying roughly 2,000 pounds 
of pressure into the ground, the AgriProbe consistently pulls up to a  
12-inch soil sample and then bags the sample inside the cab. The 
easy-to-operate machine allows users to cover 100-150 acres per hour, 
depending on soil sampling intensity and depth.

  

TranSPreaD/CoMPuTer SPreaD HyDra SPray/HyDra SPreaD  

MulTi-GriP Tire HanDler aGriProbe Soil SaMPler 
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Hydra Spread: 
   4.0 ton Double Duty body
   Roll tarp, optional
   Bin level sensors, optional



  

Designed to pre-wet granular material at the spinner, GVM’s Truck Mounted Pre-
Wet Systems are built on the heaviest duty frames in the industry. Truck Mounted 
Pre-Wet Systems are ideal for DOTs, municipalities, townships, and landscapers, and 
can be customized to fit virtually any truck. 

The GVM EZ Rider is the perfect solution for snow and ice control 
before, during, and after an event. It allows users to apply granulated 
salt, pre-wet salt at the spinner, and spray anti-icing liquids. This low 
clearance machine features easy maneuverability and a tight turning 
radius, and is ideal for universities, college campuses, parking garages, 
and as a tool for municipalities to help clear sidewalks. 

   13 hp Briggs & Stratton electric start engine 
   Variable speed hydrostatic drive 
   SS rust resistant frame 
   Hydraulic spinner & agitator 
   LED worklight 
   250 lb granular capacity, 4' spread width 
   (2) 15 gal. poly tanks; 30 gal. capacity, 3' spray width

Pre-wetting at the spinner

Anti-icing before event

EZ Rider control panel

   Accurately & consistently dispense 
common pre-wet liquids 

   Cab mounted controller 
   Hot dip galvanized steel carrier 
   Weatherproof polyethylene pump 
housing 

Mounting Options & Sizes: 
   Frame mounted: 35-65 gal. avail.
   Chassis mounted: 60-240 gal. avail.
   V-Box mounted: 30-450 gal. avail.
   Tailgate mounted: 30-135 gal. avail.

GVM’s Direct Application Systems (DAS) are designed to spray anti-icing liquids 
directly onto road surfaces. DAS units are available in a wide range of sizes to fit any 
fleet or budget. DAS units can also be used for dust control on unpaved surfaces. 

   Add-on system to directly apply 
anti-icing or de-icing liquids 

   Mounts onto ATVs, tractors, & large 
or small trucks 

   125-3400 gal. systems available 
   Easy load & unload features 
   Hook-lift system, skid-mounted 
system, or trailer system 

   Free standing carrier frame made of 
hot dip galvanized steel 

   1, 2, or 3 lane coverage spray bar 
   On/off controller in cab 
   Ground speed control options 
   Hydraulic driven pump

GVM’s automatic EZ Brine Systems are quick, easy, and accurate 
solutions for manufacturing salt brine and custom chemical blends. 
Flexible enough to meet the needs of any organization, the EZ Brine 
can be used as a batch system to produce blends on an as-needed ba-
sis or as a continuous manufacturing system to ensure your blend is 
always available. In addition to salt brine, the EZ Brine can blend up 
to three different micro-ingredients, allowing users to produce custom 
blends to work at various temperatures. Additives and micro-ingre-
dients will allow blends to work at lower temperatures and often for 
longer periods of time. 

The programmable controller computer is simple to operate and helps 
to guide the user through the process. The system constantly monitors 
salinity and pump performance in addition to logging brine produc-
tion data. Built-in WiFi allows for easy remote monitoring, and the 
built-in printer is an added convenience to quickly print logged data. 

   Produces up to 6,000 gal. of brine per hour  
(depending on water source) 
    Built-in computer for easy programing, remote monitoring, & data 
logging
    Mix brine & up to 3 micro-ingredients, injected on a continuous 
basis, as programmed by the user
   Automatic monitoring of components & solution
    Continuous or batch style production
   304 SS mix tank, w/ skid-style base & adjustable leveling feet

   7.6 yd3 salt capacity V-bottom tank,  
120 x 63.5 x 65" (L x W x H)
   120" wide top opening for easy loading
   Top mounted spray bars for rapid saturation of salt
  All controls mounted in a NEMA 4 rated enclosure, watertight & 
corrosion resistant

   Baldor 7.5 hp motor w/ 3600 rpm centrifugal 316 SS Goulds pump

GVM’s Brine Manufacturing ABSs are designed to convert dry rock salt 
into liquid for pre-wetting or anti-icing roadways. GVM’s ABS Brine 
Systems lower operation costs by using readily available materials: granu-
lar salt and tap water. 

    Produces up to 5000 gal. of brine per hour (depending on water source) 
   SS tank divider separates manufactured salt brine for pumping to 
storage tanks or truck mounted tanks 
   Hot dip galvanized structural steel frame meets ASTM specification 
   A-123 for corrosion protection 
   115" wide top opening accommodates front-end loader buckets
   Tank designed to be rolled over for easy clean-out 

ABS-800 Brine System 
Ideal for landscapers, small municipalities, and contractors, the  
ABS-800 is GVM’s most economical system available. 

   800 gal. tank, 144 x 43 x 58"
   2.5 yd3 salt capacity 
   Portable for use at multiple locations 

ABS-1500 Brine System 
The ABS-1500 allows users to pump manufactured brine from the 
brine maker to a storage tank as well as use the storage tank as a 
fill station to fill truck mounted tanks without adjusting or mov-
ing hoses. The system also allows users to load and unload truck 
mounted tanks. 

   1500 gal. tank, 151 x 53 x 63"
   5 yd3 salt capacity 

eZ brine SySTeMS eZ riDer

auToMaTeD baTCH SySTeMS (abS)

DireCT aPPliCaTion SySTeMS 

TruCk MounTeD Pre-weT SySTeMS
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